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Abstract 
 
The problem of sea water intrusion has assumed greater significance in Morocco and it is  
common in Atlantic and Mediterranean coastal areas. The purposes of this study are first 
to show the impact of environmental change and land use on the basins hydrology of 
Loukkos, Tangerois and Mediterranean coasts in the Tangier-Tetouan Region 
(Northwestern Morocco), and then to focus on subsurface water systems, especially the 
geophysical prospecting of the salinization in the Smir coastal aquifer. For that, a 
spatially distributed groundwater conductivity model linked to a GIS was developed. 
GIS, here Arc/Info, is used to store, manipulate and display spatial data such as 
topography, land cover, soil types, subbasin areas, population, administrative and land 
development zoning boundaries, transportation networks, ... . These data layers are not 
required by the model itself, but they were included to serve as information layers in an 
integrated GIS suitable for a variety of costal areas planning and sitting purposes in 
addition to the basic  requirement for Network geophysical prospecting. The instrument 
used in the electromagnetic prospecting was a Geonics ground conductivity meters, 
model EM34-3, with a distance between coils of 10, 20 and 40 meters. Six 
measurements were taken at each station using the three distances and two 
configurations of the coplanar dipoles (vertical and horizontal modes). The analysis of 
the conductivity spatial distribution reveals some kind of regularity in the data: the 
function of the conductivity  fits well to an exponential form. 
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